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I. INTRODUCTION
There has been significant recent interest from the electron scattering community with respect to experimental and theoretical studies with pyrimidine. Much of this interest can be traced to pyrimidine (C 4 H 4 N 2 ) being a prototypical structure for the RNA/DNA bases thymine, cytosine, and uracil, 1 and thus its relevance to the development of Monte Carlo simulations [2] [3] [4] [5] that attempt to describe charged-particle interactions within living tissue. In particular, we note results at the total cross section level, [6] [7] [8] elastic scattering cross sections, [9] [10] [11] [12] some condensed-phase vibrational-excitation integral cross sections (ICSs), 13 electronic-state spectra, differential cross sections (DCSs) and ICSs, 11, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] ionization, [18] [19] [20] [21] and an unpublished dissociative electron attachment cross section from Field. 1, 22 We note that on the basis of these data, García and colleagues recently assembled a recommended cross section data base for electron-pyrimidine scattering. 1 When Masín et al.
11 compared their gas-phase pyrimidine electronic-state ICSs to the corresponding condensed-phase results from Levesque et al., 13 they found that while the sums over the electronic-state ICSs from both systems were in pretty good quantitative accord (see their Fig. 4 11 ), the individual electronic-band ICSs were, in some cases, quite different. We were therefore interested to see here if such a trend was also a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
Michael.Brunger@flinders.edu.au prevalent in the pyrimidine vibrational-excitation cross sections. In addition, in our recent study of vibrational excitation in gas-phase tetrahydrofuran (THF) 23, 24 and α-tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol 25 we found that the magnitude of the ICSs of the various quanta remained relatively large out to at least ∼50 eV and that the effect of that relatively large magnitude was to significantly affect the transport properties of electrons travelling through THF under an applied electric field. 24 This is no moot point, as if a similar behaviour were found to exist in pyrimidine then it could impact upon the charged-particle track simulation results in Fuss et al. 1 who truncated the vibrational ICS they employed to be effectively zero at 20 eV. This observation provides another rationale for the present investigation.
At Flinders University, we have recently been interested in studying biomolecules such as THF, 23, 24, 26 α-tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol 25, 27, 28 and pyrimidine, 11, 15, 16 and other molecules such as phenol [29] [30] [31] [32] which is an important byproduct when atmospheric-pressure plasmas treat biomass. All these species are polar polyatomics with appreciable permanent dipole moments (µ) and dipole polarisabilities (α). Specifically, for THF we have µ ∼ 1.63 D 33 and α ∼ 47.08 a.u., 34 for α-tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol we have µ ∼ 2 D 27,35 and α ∼ 70.18 a.u., 27, 36 for pyrimidine we have µ ∼ 2.28-2.39 D [37] [38] [39] and α ∼ 59.3 a.u., 40, 41 and finally for phenol we find µ ∼ 1.33 D 42 and α ∼ 71.13 a.u. 43 In our previous investigations of vibrational excitation of THF, 23, 24 α-tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol, 25 and phenol, 31, 32 we found that for many of the quanta studied the angular distributions of the DCSs at 15 eV were largely quasi-isotropic with the expected forward peaking of the cross section at smaller scattered electron angles, 10, [44] [45] [46] [47] due to the molecular dipole properties, only becoming apparent at incident electron energies of ∼30 eV and above. While no explanation, in the absence of any theoretical input, has yet been advanced to explain this observation, we are very interested to see if it also occurs in pyrimidine.
The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows. Details of our experimental methods and analysis procedures are given in Sec. II, with the current results and a discussion of those results being provided in Sec. III. Finally, in Sec. IV, some conclusions from this investigation will be given.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
Typical examples of the electron energy loss spectra (EELS), measured in this study, are given in Fig. 1 . Those spectra were obtained using an apparatus based at Flinders University, with an extensive description of its functionality being found in Brunger and Teubner. 48 Briefly, however, a well-collimated and mono-energetic electron beam is crossed with an orthogonal beam of pyrimidine. Typical electron fluxes were in the range 2-5 nA, as measured by a Faraday cup located after the collision region. In this investigation, the pyrimidine sample (Sigma-Aldrich/Austin Chemical Company, >98.9% assay) underwent repeated freeze-pump-thaw cycles to remove any dissolved gases. The pyrimidine effused out of a 0.7 mm inner diameter molybdenum capillary with the flow rate being controlled by a variable leak valve. In this study, the chamber pressure during the experiments was typically in the order of ∼5 × 10 −6 Torr, to ensure that there were no multiple scattering effects.
The intersection of the electron and pyrimidine beams defines a collision volume, and those electrons that collided with the pyrimidine and scatter at some angle θ, known as the electron scattering angle, are energy analysed using a hemispherical deflector before being detected with a channel electron multiplier. Note that the angular range of the current EELS is 15
• -90
• , while the angular resolution of the analyser is 2
• . Further, note that the overall instrumental energy resolution employed in this study was ∼60 meV (full-width-at-halfmaximum: FWHM), which was insufficient to resolve many of the vibrational modes from one another (see Table I ). As a consequence, composite vibrational mode cross sections are reported here (see Fig. 1 ). Electron energy loss spectra were accumulated at each scattering angle and incident energy (E 0 = 15, 20, 30, and 50 eV) by recording the number of scattered electrons detected at each energy loss (E L ) value. The true electron count rate at each given energy loss was recorded using a multichannel scaler (MCS) synchronised to a linear voltage ramp that varied the detected energy loss between −0.2 eV and 1.0 eV. In this way, the EELS are built up by continually scanning over the range of energy loss values, so that the possible effect of any minor variations in target beam flux or incident electron current on an EELS is minimised. Electron energy loss spectra at each E 0 and θ were repeatedly measured (2-4 times) to ensure reproducibility of the inelastic to elastic peak ratios (see later).
Our assignment of the various vibrational modes to the features we observe in our EELS (see Fig. 1 ) follows that of Levesque et al., 13 with a summary of those spectral assignments being given in Table I . The respective EELS are now deconvoluted 49 into contributions arising from each individual or unresolved combination of excited vibrational states. In each case, one or two Gaussian functions were employed to describe TABLE I. Summary of the features we assign to our electron energy loss spectra. This includes the elastic peak and the four additional vibrational composite bands we observe. Also shown are the peak positions and widths of the Gaussians employed in our spectral deconvolution. Note that the vibrational excitation assignments follow Levesque et al. 13 Composite vibrational mode band number the spectral profile of each resolvable inelastic feature and the elastic scattering peak, with the typical fitting parameters being summarised in Table I and plots representing examples of the fits being given in Fig. 1 . The amplitudes of the Gaussian functions were then varied in a least-squares fitting procedure 49 to provide the optimum fit to the measured spectra. The ratio (R) of the area under the fitting function for each ith vibrational feature to that under the elastic peak, at each E 0 and θ, is simply related to the ratio of the differential cross sections (σ) from
Note that Eq. (1) is only valid if the transmission efficiency of the analyzer remains constant over the energy loss and angular range studied, or is at least well characterised. Following a procedure similar to that of Allan, 50 an additional focusing lens (synchronised to the aforementioned linear voltage ramp) was also employed to minimise variations in the analyser transmission efficiency for electrons detected with different energy loss. Of course in this investigation the scattered electron energies are all very similar to that for the E 0 in question, so that a significant transmission effect would not be anticipated. Nonetheless, we place a conservative uncertainty of 20% on our response efficiency being unity. It follows from Eq. (1) that the product R i × σ 0 then gives the required composite vibrational mode DCS provided the elastic DCS (σ 0 ) is known. Those results, for the modes in question, can be found in Tables II-V. In the present study, we have set the absolute inelastic scale by using the measured elastic DCSs from Palihawadana et al. 10 Note that the absolute scale and angular distributions of the measured elastic DCSs 10 were found to be in very good agreement with theoretical calculations from both Schwinger multichannel 10 and R-matrix 11 computations. They are also in good accord with the independent experimental data from Baek et al.
12
Error estimates on our inelastic composite mode vibrational DCSs are also given in Tables II-V. In this case, the statistical errors associated with the scattering intensity measurements are usually reasonably small ( 2%). An additional error due to our analyser transmission calibration (∼20%) must also be factored in, while the errors on the elastic DCSs used in our normalisation are taken directly from Palihawadana et al. 10 Another important source of possible uncertainty is that associated with the numerical deconvolution of the energy loss spectra, so that an allowance for this is also made in the overall inelastic DCS errors. When all these factors are combined in quadrature, the errors on our DCSs (see Tables II-V) are usually found to be in the range 22%-90%, with the largest errors being for the first vibrational band which can become subsumed within the much larger elastic peak and the first overtone of the CH-stretching modes (Band IV) for which the statistics were poorer due to its somewhat smaller excitation probability (see Fig. 1 ). Our excitation DCSs, for each of the composite modes at each incident electron energy, are also plotted in Fig. 2 . The DCS for a given scattering process, i, is related to the ICS, Q i , through the standard formula
In order to convert experimental DCS data, measured at discrete angles that span a finite angular range determined by the physical constraints of the apparatus, to an ICS, one must first interpolate/extrapolate the measured data so that they cover the full angular range from 0 • to 180 • . Our approach to accomplish this has also been discussed in great detail previously 11 and so we do not repeat that detail again. Rather, we simply note that the present ICSs, and the uncertainty on those data, are summarised at the foot of the respective Tables II-V and plotted in Fig. 3 . Note that the errors on our ICS, as well as incorporating those from the DCS (with allowance for the sin θ weighting factor in Eq. (2)), also include an uncertainty from the extrapolation of our DCS to 0
• and 180
• . When those factors are accounted for, the ICS errors are found to be in the range 44%-80% with the precise error depending on the energy and vibrational mode in question.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Tables II-V and Fig. 2 we present the current differential cross section results, for electron impact excitation of the four composite vibrational bands in pyrimidine, from our experimental investigations. The incident electron energies of this work are 15, 20, 30, and 50 eV. In addition, our derived integral cross section results for each of those bands are also given at the foot of the respective Tables II-V and plotted in Fig. 3 , where they are compared (where possible) to the relevant condensed-phase data. 13 Note that the work of Levesque et al. 13 was conducted at 18 K so that the pyrimidine is therefore a solid sample in their study. All the errors listed in Tables II-V and plotted in Figs. 2 and 3 are at the one standard deviation level.
Let us now consider Fig. 2 in more detail. By doing so we immediately see that, at each energy studied, the magnitude of the DCSs Band I ≫ DCSs Band II > DCSs Band III > DCSs Band IV . In addition, we find that the shape of the DCS, or angular distribution, for all four bands of composite vibrational-excitation modes is essentially quasi-isotropic at 15 eV. This behaviour, at lower energies, was also observed by us previously in our vibrational-excitation studies in THF, 23, 24 α-tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol, 25 and phenol 31, 32 and so is not unique to pyrimidine. What is unique to pyrimidine, compared to those other species, is that the angular distributions for the Band I vibrational modes remain quasi-isotropic at each energy (15, 20, 30 , 50 eV) of this investigation. On the other hand, and consistent with the earlier THF, α-tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol, and phenol results, the vibrational angular distributions for Bands II-IV become progressively more forward peaked in magnitude (note the y-axis log-scale) as the incident electron energy is increased. This is similar to what we have observed in the past for elastic electron scattering [9] [10] [11] [12] and electronic-state excitation in pyrimidine, 11, 15, 16 and in other species, 44 -47 a behaviour which has been previously explained by a consideration of the target molecular dipole properties (polarisability and/or dipole moment) of the species in question. However, the degree of forward peaking in the DCS magnitude, in the elastic and discrete electronic-state excitation channels, is much more significant in those channels than what we find for the case of vibrational-excitation. While a definitive explanation for these observations awaits results from a high-level theoretical computation, we believe it must be related to the fact that for vibrational-excitation the incident electron must stimulate the nuclear degrees of freedom of the target while for elastic scattering and discrete electronic-state excitation the main interaction is between the incoming electron and the electron cloud of the target molecule in question. In other words, while for elastic scattering and discrete electronic-state excitation the target dipole properties have a major effect on the reaction Table I ) of this study: (filled square) Band I, (red circle) Band II, (blue triangle) Band III, and (forest green diamond) Band IV. Also shown is the sum of the ICSs of Bands I-IV (carnation pink diamond). The corresponding condensed-phase data from Levesque et al. 13 for Band I (unfilled square) and Band II (red unfilled circle) are plotted.
dynamics, for vibrational-excitation their role appears to be much more limited. If we were to measure the infrared (IR) absorption spectrum of pyrimidine with a spectrophotometer, 42 then because the relevant potential surfaces are not particularly anharmonic, we would find that the intensity of the fundamental modes is significantly greater than their overtones. The results plotted in Fig. 2 for Band II, corresponding to the fundamental CHstretch modes, and Band IV, corresponding to the overtones of those same stretch modes (see also Fig. 1 ), are found to be largely consistent with what one would expect on the basis of the IR-photon absorption data; namely, that at each energy studied the angular distributions of the fundamental ν CH−stretch modes and overtone 2 × ν CH−stretch modes are almost identical and that, again at each E 0 , the magnitudes of the DCSs for the fundamental stretch modes are significantly larger, across all measured θ, than those of the first overtone modes.
In Fig. 3 , we now plot the present integral cross sections for the composite vibrational-mode Bands I, II, III, and IV and the ICS for the sum of all those bands. Consistent with our earlier observation at the DCS level, here we note that the ICS Band I ≫ ICS Band II > ICS Band III > ICS Band IV . Indeed, at each E 0 , the ICS for Band I contributes ∼90% to the sum of the ICS for the bands in question. Additionally, we also observe that the energy dependence of the ICSs for each band is, to within the stated uncertainties, very similar. The condensedphase vibrational excitation ICS results of Levesque et al., 13 for Bands I and II, are plotted in Fig. 3 where they are compared to the corresponding present results. While the trends (i.e., energy dependencies) in the ICS for the condensed-phase and freemolecule gas phase results are largely consistent, for both sets of data, we note the significant mismatch in their absolute magnitudes. Indeed, for both Bands I and II the trend in the condensed-phase ICSs is about a factor of 10 lower in value than what we find in the current study. We note that such an effect was observed previously in amorphous ice, when compared to gas-phase water results, by Michaud et al. 51 and relates to the dynamic structure factor, also sometimes called the coherent scattering factor, 52 which describes the collective properties of the solid (or liquid). In essence, in the condensed-phase, the surrounding medium can screen the individual electron-molecule interaction potential, thereby reducing the magnitude of the cross sections from those found in the gas phase. This result has immediate ramifications for the work of Fuss et al., 1 who in their charged-particle track simulation studies with pyrimidine used the cross sections from Levesque et al. 13 to form their vibrational-excitation data base. The present results will also be of direct relevance to any investigation seeking to model, using Monte Carlo and/or Boltzmann equation procedures, [53] [54] [55] the transport properties of electrons in a pyrimidine medium under the influence of an applied electric field. We have recently seen, for the particular species THF, 24 that the magnitude and energy extent of the ICS can play an important role in the transport behaviour of the electrons, in certain regions of E/N (E = applied electric field; N = number density), and we expect this would again be the case here.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have reported results from measurements of differential and integral cross sections for excitation of four composite vibrational-excitation bands in pyrimidine. The DCS results are original, there being no other experiment or theory available in the literature against which we can compare them. In terms of their angular behaviour, as we also saw previously for vibrational excitation in THF, 23, 24 α-tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol, 25 and phenol, 31,32 the lowest energy (15 eV) result for each of the four bands was largely quasi-isotropic. Indeed, for Band I the angular distributions were quasi-isotropic at each energy studied. However, for Bands II, III, and IV the shapes of their DCSs did become more forward peaked in magnitude as you went to the higher incident electron energies. It was previously found in pyrimidine for elastic scattering [9] [10] [11] [12] and electronic-excitation 11, 15, 16 that the target molecular dipole properties (polarisability and dipole moment) played a key role in their scattering dynamics, consistent with results from other scattering systems. [44] [45] [46] [47] However, for vibrational-excitation, which intrinsically involves the excitation of the nuclear degrees of freedom, it appears that the target dipole properties do not play such an important role in the collision process with ab initio quality scattering computations being needed to quantify the reaction mechanisms here.
In terms of the integral cross sections, for Bands I and II we can directly compare the present results with those from the condensed-phase measurements of Levesque et al. 13 Here, we found that while for each of the bands there was a good qualitative correspondence (i.e., in terms of the energy dependence of the ICS) between the condensed-phase and gas-phase ICS results, the gas phase results were about an order of 10 greater in magnitude. This possibly suggests some sort of collective behaviour phenomenon in the condensed phase, which has the effect of "damping" the strength of the vibrational excitation processes relative to what we find for free-molecules in the gas phase. Certainly this is an important result in terms of the charged-particle track simulation work of Fuss et al.,
1 whose data base utilised vibrational ICSs in pyrimidine that were based on the work of Levesque et al. 13 which are apparently too small in magnitude and do not extend over a wide enough energy range. 
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